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                    Danfoss Editron is changing the way the world moves with electric and hybrid powertrain systems for heavy-duty and commercial vehicles and machines, on both land and sea.
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   Fully-electric and hybrid EDITRON systems:  

	Fully-electric and hybrid EDITRON systems 
	Lower fuel and energy consumption
	Reduced carbon dioxide and small particle emissions
	Freedom of design thanks to lightweight and compact hardware
	Easy integration into various different machines


Electric machines   |   Electric converters
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                            The future is electric. It’s in our DNA

                        With over 50 years’ history and experience, we are leading the electrification revolution. Around the world, our international teams are delivering the technology to enable a carbon-free future.
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                Connect with us

                Want to hear more from us? Stay tuned and follow us.


                
                    
                        
                            
                        
                    

                    
                        
                            
                                
                            
                        
                    

                      
                        
                          
                        
                      

                    
                        
                            
                        
                    

                

            

        

    



                

            

        

    


    
        
            
                



  

   EDITRON is the world’s most sophisticated electric drivetrain system designed, manufactured and delivered by Danfoss Editron.


Our unique approach delivers maximum efficiencies, reduced size and weight, plus continual improvements for our customers. The sophisticated software behind our system controls and optimizes each individual component of an electric or hybrid drivetrain, leading to more intelligent management of power distribution.

The EDITRON system is comprised of components designed in-house with high IP-classes. In the marine market, it uses synchronous reluctance assisted permanent magnet technology on machines up to 6MW, while in off-highway and on-highway industries the power ranges from 30kW to 1000kW.
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                                                        Electric machines

                                                        Electric machine products for mobile electrification systems
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                                                        Electric converters

                                                        Electric converter products for mobile electrification systems
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                Fundex Equipment electric foundation rig case story
            



            World’s first fully electric large foundation rig with Danfoss Editron components.
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                Danfoss torque-limiting pump boosts productivity for truck-mounted electric crane
            



            Learn how the Danfoss Series 45 ETL pump eliminated stalling, reduced costs, and delivered efficiency improvements for a truck-mounted crane produced by Türkiye-based OEM MPG.
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                Delivering the world's first fully-electric pile driving rig
            



            Junttan, a Finnish hydraulic piling equipment manufacturer, built the world’s first fully-electric pile driving rig in order to offer a sustainable  option to their customers.
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                Developing emission-free mobile cranes and lifts with a construction machinery pioneer
            



            Danfoss Editron and Spierings Mobile Cranes work together to develop mobile cranes and lifts that generate zero emissions. As of 2020, all the machines manufactured by Spierings have electric functionality. This use case explores the partnership.
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                Hydrogenia vessel case story
            



            Vinssen recruited Danfoss’ Editron division to deliver the drivetrain for the vessel, named Hydrogenia.
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                Doosan Excavators
            



            When Doosan was planning on adding two new battery-electric excavators to its portfolio, ECE turned to Electrauvision, a division of Danfoss’ partner Hydrauvision, to supply Danfoss’ drivetrains.
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                Danfoss Power Solutions launches A+ software to accelerate autonomous machine development
            


            
                Monday, November 13, 2023

            


            Designed for in-house engineering teams at original equipment manufacturers and distributors, A+ software reduces development time and costs.
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                New Boston by Danfoss liquid cooling hoses offer efficient cooling of electric vehicles
            


            
                Monday, November 13, 2023

            


            Boston by Danfoss Emperor™ EHW094 TPU hose and Royal™ EHW194 EPDM hose offer superior performance and high flexibility for electric vehicles, data centers, and other liquid cooling needs.
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                New Danfoss H1F fixed displacement bent axis hydraulic motor delivers up to 95% overall efficiency
            


            
                Monday, November 13, 2023

            


            Designed for open- and closed-circuit applications, the H1F motor offers best-in-class efficiency, proven reliability, and a compact design.
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                            Green energy transition towards a Fossil Free Future

                        Danfoss is leading a Fossil Free Future program which builds an ecosystem that drives intelligent, sustainable and cost-effective use of energy.
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